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Abstract—Intelligent detecting processing capabilities can be
instrumental to improving safety and efficiency for firefighters
and victims during firefighting activities. The objective of this
research, is to create an automated system that is capable of
real-time object detection and recognition that improves the
situational awareness of firefighters on the scene. We have
explored state of the art Machine Learning (ML) techniques
to achieve this objective. The goal for this work is to maximize
the situational awareness for fire-fighters by effectively exploiting
the information gathered from the infrared camera and use a
trained deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) system to
classify and identify objects of interest in real time. In the midst
of such critical circumstances created by a fire, this system is able
to accurately inform the decision making process of firefighters
in real time by extracting crucial information for processing. It
is then able to make inferences about these circumstances to aid
firefighters in safely navigating such hazardous and catastrophic
environments.
Index Terms—Deep Convolutional Neural Networks, Infrared
Images, Firefighting Environment, Fire fighters, Situational
Awareness.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current fire-fighting modality does not involve any auto-
mated detection mechanism and the target is identified solely
by firefighter. The resulting detection process might be slowed
down and obscured due to high anxiety levels of the active
firefighter and due to presence of debris, smoke, fire, etc
respectively. Hence under such hazardous conditions, a fire-
fighter and others lives may be compromised due to decisions
pertaining to the rescue operation that are based on incomplete
or inaccurate environmental conditions. Fire fighter mortality
statistics are largely due to inefficient decision making protocol
which are derived from data informed by human senses that
are affected by the on-the-ground conditions. To minimize
these statistics, we propose an Artificial Neural Network based
system which can autonomously identify objects and humans
on the scene of the event, and in real time to better guide
decision making protocol with respect to navigating a fire
safely while rescuing victims. This system is capable of
accurately predicting human posture to inform the firefighter
about the hostage condition to better assess those in critical
condition and could help in prioritization of rescue.
In this paper, we demonstrate a CNN based autonomous
system developed to generate situational awareness to the
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fighters and the commanders about the firefighting environ-
ment on which they are deployed. In this context, the situa-
tional awareness is generated by classifying fire, smoke, and
other thermal conditions based on the data collected from
the infrared video recorded by one on the firefighter. The
CNN system is capable of making inferences that inform
important decisions by detecting and classifying the crucial
targets. This enables the fighter to assess the local critical
conditions and choose a safer path in a fire environment by
autonomously identifying the objects of interest such as human
targets, excessive smoke, high temperatures, etc. and making
right decisions based on real time conditions.
The application of CNN technology is predominately found
in the fields of Surveillance and defense [1]–[4] but little has
been done surrounding firefighting applications.
In the conventional firefighting system, different sensors
such as temperature, UV, and fire detectors are used to deter-
mine the presence of fire, smoke, and other hazards [5], [6].
Their long-established usage is evidenced by the prevalence
of such sensors in all buildings, and is a requirement in build-
ing codes, to generate timely response for first responders.
However, such detectors typically have a long response time
in large spaces [7]. Furthermore, they do not provide any
spatial information regarding the presence of hazards in the
given scenario. More contemporary firefighting modalities for
detection of fire, smoke and other targets under fire environ-
ment rely on color [7]–[10], motion [11], [12] and texture
[10], [13] features of the captured image. These vision-based
approaches use histogram thresholding, optical flow- based
motion vector computations, and texture analysis. Although
these more modern techniques provide enhanced performance
using RGB imagery and are an improvement over the more
conventional techniques described above, they do not perform
as robustly on IR or darker imagery. They also require higher
computational times and lack sufficient complexity needed by
algorithms to perform well. Currently, RGB images are hard
to classify in fire and smoke environments. This gap can be
filled by IR image technology. Also the presence of fire and
smoke,by its very nature, creates a non-stationary environment
and renders most existing stationary vision-based detection
systems ineffectual in informing decision-making processes in
real time. To address this issue, a robust real-time detection
system based on CNN is proposed which is able to detect
and localize the target of interest instantaneously. A similar
work can be found in [14], which describes the usage of
infrared images to extract motion and statistics features in real-
time using a Bayesian classifier for multi class identification.
Significant research has also been done in human detection
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2in other dark/ low visibility environments utilizing a single
visible camera and fusion of the generated RGB image with
an IR data set. Single IR camera based detection mechanisms
have been presented in [15]–[18]. Most of this research is
based on HOG based feature extraction and a classifier using
SVM or other ML-based techniques [17], [19]. Paper [15]
presents the use of GMM system in human detection. Template
matching techniques and thresholding techniques have also
been reported in [17], [18], [20].
Other works related to our research have been published
that perform classification tasks in thermal imaging. In [21],
a CNN is used in material recognition with non fire fighter
grade thermal cameras. A related research is reported in [22],
where transfer learning is used to detect objects in a fireground.
Nevertheless, the number of data samples used in this paper is
low, so deep learning cannot be applied. Saliency detection and
convolutional neural networks are applied to detect wildfires
in [23]. In [24] a Bayesian procedure to detect fire and smoke
and discriminate them from thermal reflections in infrared
is used in [25]. In the recent work [26] authors introduce a
methodology based on Random Markov fields to segment fire,
smoke and background in a sequence of images.
Further works that use thermal imagery and deep learning
include [27], where authors use a CNN to detect known objects
in infrared surveillance cameras. In [28] a CNN is applied
to the detection of vehicles in thermal imagery. Researchers
in [29] introduce the use of CNNs to detect pedestrians in
order to apply the detection to unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV). Another application in UAV is presented in [30], where
authors train a CNN structure to detect objects of interest,
as bodies or body parts or objects pertaining to victims of
avalanches in he snow. A similar approach using CNNs in
long wave infrared imagery to detect objects. Work [31] uses
deep learning to detect persons with semisupervised approach
that takes advantage of a large quantity of non labelled images
containing humans.
In spite of the large quantity of works related to the process-
ing of infrared images in fire ground or related applications,
up to our knowledge, there are no works that attempt to
construct a system that integrates online detection of interest
targets in these scenarios, including humans, objects, poses or
the presence of fire, that explore the possibilities of different
network configurations trained with a large quantity of images
recorded in real fire training situations by fire fighters. Thus,
there is a need for effective automatic target detection gener-
ated in real-time in a firefighting environment as well as the
associated need for a high accuracy classifier. Our research
seeks to address this need. To do so, we have adapted and
enhanced an existing state of the art CNN based automatic
classifier system to improve its efficacy in identifying and
classifying humans and objects of interest in real time in a
firefighting environment. Also, we have improved upon the
creation process of a data set so that it may be used effectively
train the neural network (NN) system. We have also trained
the system to detect objects and human simultaneously. Prior
technique capabilities were limited to one or the other.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The convolutional neural network presented is based on
the structure of the VGG16 neural network presented in [32].
Several different depht of the neural network have been tested,
ranging from 1 to 5 convolutional sections as shown in Fig
1, all of them followed by a fully connected section of two
layers. The CNNs have an input of dimension 224 × 224,
corresponding to which the IR images are scaled to the this
size. They are convolved by 3 × 3 filters to produce 64
channels of dimension 224×224. The process is repeated and
the resulting outputs are then passed through a set of ReLU
activations, which are then pooled to produce 64 channels of
dimension 112×112 pixels. Next, the output is passed through
a 1 × 1 convolution to produce two channels of 112 × 112
pixels. This is then processed through a fully connected layer
with 4096 outputs, ReLU activation and dropping, a second
identical layer, and then a layer with 5 outputs and soft
max activation that gives the classification among 5 different
classes.
For the model with two outputs, the first convolution layer
is identical to the previous model, and after the first pool, a
two more convolutions are added that produce 128 channels of
size 112×112, reduced to 128 channels of dimension 56×56.
The subsequent layers have identical structure as in the 1 layer
model, where the input to the first fully connected layer has
8 channels of dimension 56 × 56. The models with 3, 4 and
5 layers are constructed using the same methodology.
The networks have been trained and tested in three differ-
ent modalities The first one was object classification, which
includes persons, ladders, windows, doors and combination
of windows and fire fighters. The second modality was pose
classification, which included standing, sitting and lying. The
third modality is binary and included the presence or not of
fire. For the modalities with 5 and 3 classes, the training was
performed using a categorical cross entropy loss, and for two
classes, binary cross entropy loss, combined with stochastic
gradient descent. The learning rate for all trainings was 1−4
and a decay of 0.009. Early stopping with cross validation was
applied to avoid overfitting.
Table is before augmentation. After augmentation they were
in around 17000 each for five classes. And here the augmen-
tation is done for only training purpose. ALso augmentation
for the poses to make each class around 8000.
III. TRAINING AND TEST DATASETS
The data set used in this project was recorded at the
Santa Fe Firefighting Facility, located in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. Extensive video data was acquired using an IR
MSA 5200HD2TIC Camera. This camera is a multipurpose
firefighting tool designed for search and rescue and structural
firefighting. It uses an uncooled microbolometer vanadium
oxide(Vox) detector which comprises of 320x240 FPA with
the pitch of 38um and spatial resolution of 7.5 to 13.5um.
This resolution is sufficient to capture necessary features for
target detection. It records the image a with 320x240 focal
plane array sensor and it has the ability to record imagery
in two different modes, i.e. low and high sensitivity modes.
3Fig. 1. Block diagram of VGG16 at different depth levels.
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Fig. 2. Architechture of depth-5 VGG16.
4Fig. 3. Demonstration of Image augmentation for training set.
This device also features high score imagery generating 76000
pixels of image detail in low and high sense modes. Dense
spectral resolution is (7.5 to 13.5 µm) and the output video is
in NTSC format with a frame rate of 30 frames per second/
The scene temperature has a range of 560 degrees Celsius or
1040 degree Fahrenheit.
The recordings were taken in both open and closed envi-
ronments for a total time of over 6 hours of recorded video.
The recording sessions produced more than 400 infrared video
files, each one between 2 and 3 minutes long. All videos
contain sequences with the the subjects to be detected. In some
scenarios single objects of interest are present, and in others
there are multiple objects of interest that need to be detected
in the same frame.
The objects of interest in this setup are humans, doors,
windows, ladders, smoke and fire, and the objective of the
above described structure is to detect all objects in the scene
at the same time. Since data sets of sufficient details are
needed to accurately train the neural network, the videos were
used to extract a large quantity of images for training and
test purposes. The training and test sequences were extracted
from different videos in order to avoid over fitting. The video
extracted from the camera is produced in grayscale and 8 bits.
In order to generate the training data set the images have
been preprocessed with data augmentation techniques such as
skewing, translation, zooming, cropping and rotation as shown
in fig 3 (False color for better visualization).
Tables I, II and III show he total number of images acquired
for training and test before the augmentation procedure. After
the data augmentation of the training dataset, the total number
of resulting images was of three sets (objects, fire, poses) of
about 17000 images per set. The number of data produced
was higher for those objects with less samples in order to
compensate for the assimetry of the different classes.
The training has been performed in an Alienware Aurora
R6 Desktop computer configured with 32GB RAM memory,
and a Dual GTX 1080 with 16GB GPU memory.
The test data consists of 1/10 of the data set. The rest of
Object of Interest number
door 322
firefighter and window 4663
firefighter 15484
ladder 1589
window 1620
TABLE I
DATA QUANTIFICATION FOR OBJECTS CLASSIFICATION
Object of Interest number
fire 7603
No fire 7950
TABLE II
DATA QUANTIFICATION FOR FIRE CLASSIFICATION
Object of Interest number
Crawling 8678
sitting 1803
standing 9928
TABLE III
DATA QUANTIFICATION FOR POSES CLASSIFICATION
the data has been used for training purposes. A validation has
been performed with a 9 fold procedure with the rest 9/10th
of data.
IV. RESULTS
In the experiments conducted the network is trained to
detect objects, including ladders, doors and windows, the
presence of fighters and fire. The networks is also trained to
detect the pose of the detected fire fighters. In this experiment
we use three different poses, corresponding to standing, sitting
and crawling, which are the poses available in the videos.
Other poses that are important can be detected with if there
are available images for training. For example, the presence
of a laying person is very important in a fire scenario, as it is
significant of a possible victim in the fire ground. The results
below include the visualization of the features extracted by
the convolutional section of the network, the F1 scores and
accuracy of the network, confusion matrices and ROC curves
to estimate the false alarm versus the detection probability
of the network. For this experiment, we change the detection
probability by sweeping the detection threshold of the network.
A. Visualization of the extracted features
All the configurations have been tested against the available
data. Figure 4 show the visualization of the features obtained
at the end of the last convolutional layer, which are fed into the
fully connected layer. The upper left picture shows the input
image with a fire fighter going inside a room from a window.
The picture from the network with one layer (Depth = 1) shows
that the convolution simply detects the edges of the objects of
interest. With depth equal to 2 and 3, the network produces a
5Fig. 4. Visualization of the features obtained at the last convolutional layer, which is fed into the dense neural network.
poor feature extraction, showing that these configurations are
inadequate, as it is stated in the results below. Nevertheless, for
depths equal to 4 and 5, a higher level of abstraction features
are extracted that produce satisfactory results.
Figure 5 shows the visualization of the output of the
neural networks using the t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding technique presented in [33]. This technique allows
to obtain a low dimensional representation of the data in
order to have an intuition of its distribution. The upper left
pane shows the distribution of the 5-dimensional output of
the network when the depth is of one convolutional layer. In
this configuration, the separability of the data is intuitively
fair. Right upper and left lower panes show the distribution
for depth 2 and 3. These representations show a high level
of overlapping of the different classes, which is consistent
with the poor features extracted, as shown in figure 4. The
representation for a depth of 4 layers is highly improved, as
the overlapping is dramatically decreased with respect to the
2 and 3 layer networks.
The green dots are images corresponding to fire fighters
and the orange ones are images containing fighters in win-
dows. These take almost all the surface but they show a low
overlapping among them. The blue dots correspond to training
images with doors. All doors even in different perspectives
have extracted features which are very similar, thus all features
appear clustered in a small area. Nevertheless, they are highly
overlapped with the images containing fire fighters, which
occupy the largest area. The overlapping decreases for 4 and
5 layers. The violet spots are the windows, which appear to
be overlapping with the images of fighters and windows. The
accuracy and classification rates are in high agreement with
this visualization.
B. Accuracy and precision
The accuracy of the neural network for different depths is
consistent with the visualization of the features and the t-
SNE. Figures 6 and 7 show the F1 scores and the precision of
the network with depths form 1 to 5. In this experiment the
networks have been trained to detect objects. In particular,
the targets were doors, fire fighters, ladders, windows and
combination of fighters and windows. The network with one
layer has a reasonable between accuracy close to 75% if we
taken into account the fact that it has a low computational
burden in training and test, although it shows a high variance
in the results. Nevertheless, the use of two and three layers
produces an unacceptable performance, which dramatically
improves when using 4 and 5 layers. It is apparent that the
use of 5 layers is not necessary since its performance is almost
identical to the one with 4 layers.
Figure 8 shows the accuracy of the network for fire detec-
tion. In this case it is only necessary a network of one layer.
As in the previous experiments, the network with three layers
produces a poor performance, while the rest show an accuracy
that is almost identical. The average test accuracy for all
objects is depicted in 9. From this graph, we can conclude that
a good trade off between computational burden and accuracy
is obtained with a network of only one convolutional layer, and
a network with 4 layers has an excellent accuracy of more than
97%.
An interesting use of the network is related to the pose
classification of the humans detected in the scene. This is
important in order to determine if the person is in any kind
of trouble. In the example, we trained the network to detect
persons standing, sitting or crawling. from labelled images.
The network shows a similar performance with accuracies
ranging the 95% in average.
C. Confusion matrices
The confusion matrices for all detection modalities have
been computed. Tables IV to VII shows the confusion matrices
for the task of objects and human detection. As stated before,
6Fig. 5. t-SNE of the CNN when trained to detect objects. The number of
convolutional layers was 1.
Fig. 6. F1 scores for the classification of objects with CNNs of different
depths.
Fig. 7. Precision curves for object detection with CNNs of different depths.
Fig. 8. Test accuracy in fire detection with CNNs of different dephts.
Fig. 9. Test accuracy in object detection with CNNs of different dephts.
Fig. 10. Test accuracy in pose detection with CNNs of different dephts.
7TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR OBJECT DETECTION, DEPTH=1
Door 73.2 1.1 23.5 0.0 2.2
F/W 0.0 77.7 19.0 0.0 3.3
Fighter 0.3 1.8 97.0 0.1 0.8
Ladder 00.0 1.2 19.1 79.6 0.1
Window 0.3 4.3 19.9 0.0 75.5
Door F/W Fighter Ladder Window
TABLE V
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR OBJECT DETECTION, DEPTH=2
Door 61.3 0.0 38.2 0.0 0.5
F/W 0.0 62.4 36.0 0.0 1.7
Fighter 0.1 0.2 99.4 0.1 0.2
Ladder 0.0 0.0 34.3 65.7 0
Window 0.1 1.0 35.9 0 63.0
Door F/W Fighter Ladder Window
the network with just one layer of convolutional blocks has a
reasonable performance. The detection probabilities are around
75%. Nevertheles, when the network is challenged to detect
fire fighters and windows, it has a high confusion rate in
detecting windows and ladders, as there is a confusion of about
19% with fire fighters in the classification of these elements.
When the number of convolutional layers is increased to two,
the confusion is even worse, reaching a 35%. In these cases,
the detection of fire fighters is between 97 and 99%. If the
number of layers is increased to 4, the confusion matrices
show a confusion between 0 and 1.7% for all elements. As
stated above, there are no significant differences between 4
and 5 layers. Note that the classification performance with
these number of layers ranges between 97 and 99.8%.
A similar performance can be seen in the detection of poses.
Table VIII shows a poor performance of the network with 1
and similarly for two layers (Table IX), mainly in the detection
of fighters sitting and crawling. This is possibly due to the
fact that the relative positions of the fire fighters in these
two poses are similar but simply rotated. The results increase
significantly with 4 layers (Table X), where the confusion
decreases to a range between 0 and 0.4 in all cases except for
the detection of the sitting pose, which stands at a confusion
TABLE VI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR OBJECT DETECTION, DEPTH=4
Door 97.1 0.2 0.9 0.0 1.7
F/W 0.0 98.3 1.0 0.0 0.7
Fighter 0.1 0.1 99.8 0.0 0.0
Ladder 0.0 0.0 0.2 99.8 0.0
Window 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.0 98.9
Door F/W Fighter Ladder Window
TABLE VII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR OBJECT DETECTION, DEPTH=5
Door 98.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 1.3
F/W 0.0 99.2 0.5 0.0 0.3
Fighter 0.0 0.1 99.9 0.0 0.0
Ladder 0.0 0.0 0.1 99.9 0.0
Window 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.0 98.9
Door F/W Fighter Ladder Window
TABLE VIII
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR POSE DETECTION, DEPTH=1
Crawling 85.6 1.2 13.2
Sitting 41.4 45.9 12.7
Standing 10.8 0.4 88.8
Crawling Sitting Standing
TABLE IX
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR POSE DETECTION, DEPTH=2
Crawling 86.3 0.8 12.9
Sitting 19.3 67.8 12.9
Standing 7.5 0.2 92.3
Crawling Sitting Standing
rate of 5.7 (in the network with 4 layers) and 5.1% with the
crawling pose with 5 layers (Table XI). Again, it is evident
that there are no significant differences between the results of
these two network configurations.
D. Detection versus false alarm probabilities
Finally, Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the probability of
detection versus false alarm for the classification of objects
and humans, poses and fire. The graphs have been obtained by
sweeping the detection threshold from 0 to 1. In all cases, it is
observed that the probability of false alarm is negligible when
the networks have a depth of 4 or 5 convolutional sections.
The results with depth 2 and 3 are not interesting, and for the
case of a depth of one convolutional layer, the results evidence
flaws in the probability of detection versus probability of false
alarm. While the object detection a detection rate of about
90% is achieved with a false alarm of about 10% (13), the
optimal false alarm rates in object detection are of about 20%,
in particular, in the detection of humans. Similar results are
obtained in pose detection. Therefore, the lower computational
burden network should be used only in cases where such
false alarm rates can be tolerated. This,m of course, can be
decreased if the detection is performed not in one image but in
a sequence of images, and then a voting procedure is applied
to all detections. This would be done at expenses of a latency
in the object or pose detection procedures.
TABLE X
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR POSE DETECTION, DEPTH=4
Crawling 99.5 0.2 0.3
Sitting 5.7 94.1 0.2
Standing 0.5 0.0 99.5
Crawling Sitting Standing
TABLE XI
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR POSE DETECTION, DEPTH=5
Crawling 99.4 0.2 0.4
Sitting 5.1 94.7 0.2
Standing 0.5 0.0 99.5
Crawling Sitting Standing
8Fig. 11. ROC curve for object detection.
Fig. 12. ROC curve for pose detection.
V. CONCLUSION
There is a need for mechanisms that are able to automati-
cally interpret the fire ground from the information provided
by the hand held thermal cameras used by fire fighters.
These systems should be able to automatically and reliably
detect all objects and situations of interest in the fire ground.
Convolutional neural networks have demonstrated outstanding
performance in object detection in RGB and thermal imaging
in a large variety of works. In this paper we introduce the
use of CNNs to simultaneously detect objects, persons, person
poses and fire from thermal image cameras. The detection can
be performed online and locally if a camera is connected to a
Fig. 13. ROC curve for fire detection.
simple single board commercial computer endowed with GPU
capabilities (for example, an NVIDIA JETSON).
The data that is used in this investigation has been recorded
ad hoc by fire fighters in training sessions in facilities in
Santa Fe, New Mexico (USA). The sequences have been
preprocessed to be segmented and labelled manually in order
to obtain a large training and test database that has been further
augmented using augmentation techniques described above.
The CNN chosen for this investigation is the well known
VGG16. This network shows a heavy computational load in
training, but an affordable test burden that can be held in a
small GPU computer. The test results show a performance that
exceeds a classification probability above 95% in all classifi-
cations when the configuration has 4 layers of convolutional
sections.
Future work include the real time segmentation and tracking
of the detected objects as well as the use of other deep learning
structures to produce human readable descriptions of the fire
ground scenario.
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